ADVENTURES AROUND THE WORLD
Ice Climbing: Canmore Alberta,Canada
Scuba Diving – Maldives

Ice Climbing is a crazy adventure where you not only have to worry about being
Scuba Diving around the Maldives has recently become hugely popular among the diving community. The
hundreds of isolated and deserted Islands offer an enormous playground for divers to explore incredible marine
life. You are likely to be able to spot Eagle Rays, Napoleon Wrasses, lots of pelagic fishes such as the Giant
Trevally or the Barracuda, the magnificent Manta Rays and the very rare Whale Shark! You will also
encounter the Whitetip and the Grey Reef Shark, and if you are very lucky the rare Hammerhead Shark! The
best location for big pelagic fishes is called the Ari Atoll and most of the live boards visit it.Inside the lagoon,
the shallow water has a teeming fish life with myriads of reef fishes and bright, colourful coral gardens.

sure footed, you also have to worry about ice breaking off and either falling on your
partner or taking you down with it. Luckily at Canmore Alberta, guides with decades
of ice climbing experience lead the way and make sure adventurers are on the firm
ice of a frozen waterfall. There is nothing more rewarding than getting to the top of
the climb and taking in the magnificent view.

Skydiving : Queenstown, New Zealand
You can skydive anywhere on earth, but why not do it at the adventure capital of the
world. Abel Tasman offers better weather than Queenstown, so the chances of actually

Microlight Flight : Durban , South Africa

getting to jump are better here. You also get to jump from an altitude of 16,000 feet.
That’s three thousand feet more than most commercial jumps giving you extra freefall
time. It's so high, you'll need oxygen during your flight up!

Take a microlight flight and feel the wind whip through your hair as you fly high in
the sky to take in the view. At off the coast of Durban South Africa, you can take in
and witnessed sea lions playing.
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